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Land of latex, land of coconut, land of beaches, land of exciting sightseeing attractions and
appealing backwaters, Kerala is one such tourism destination that one will love to visit and explore
once in a lifetime. It is the land with appealing attractions and excites the heart of the visitors and
holiday makers from all over the world. It is amazingly beautiful and offer tourists to enjoy
remarkable and delightful vacation with outstanding experiences of lifetime.

Some of the amusing attractions that one can visit during Kerala tours are listed as below: 

Kumarakom Bird Sanctuary and Backwater

Kumarakom is amazingly beautiful and has exciting sightseeing spots and places to visit that allures
great number of visitors round the year. It is one of the most sought after backwater destination
where tourist can enjoy ultimate holidays and tours with delightful experiences of lifetime. Apart from
the backwater cruise and exciting sightseeing, tourist can also go for Kumarakom bird sanctuary
tours which offer them to enjoy the lovely view of the varied species of birds and animals in their
natural surroundings.

Alleppey Backwater Tours and Attractions

Alleppey is amazingly beautiful and has scores of tourist places that allures great number of visitors
round the year. It has exciting blessed by the nature and more of all it is also the popular backwater
destination where one can enjoy exciting and memorable holidays with immense pleasure and joy.
The houseboat cruise over the picturesque backwater offer amazing and lifetime experiences that
one will love to treasure and relish in for long long time. Some other exciting places to visit during
Alleppey tours are Nehru trophy boat race, Punnamada Lake, coir manufacturing process,
Pathiramanal, Ambalapauzha, Karumadi, Chambakulam, etc. These are the major attractions that
are worth to visit and explore during Alleppey.

Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary

Periyar is one of the most sought after wildlife sanctuary where tourist can enjoy wildlife safari and
boat cruise with immense pleasure. It is one of the most exciting tourist places that one will love to
visit and enjoy the lovely view of the varied species of birds and animals from very close point. You
can also enjoy the lovely view of the tiger if you are lucky enough during Periyar wildlife tours and
river cruise.

Cochin Tourist Attractions

Cochin is one of the oldest known cities of Kerala. It is one of the most sought after destination as
here one can enjoy the beauty of the backwaters, beaches and well as visit to some historical tourist
places that glorify the beauty of Cochin. Here tourists can enjoy visit to many interesting tourist
places that include visit to Chinese Fishing Net, Fort Kochi Beach, Santa Cruz Baslilica, Dutch
Palace, Willingdon Island, Mangalavanam Bird Sanctuary and many others. These are some of the
exciting sightseeing spots and place of tourist interest that make the Cochin tours more enjoyable
and memorable.

Plan your tour packages in Kerala or you can choose from the many Kerala tour packages and
enjoy ultimate holidays with immense pleasure and joy. So choose the right and the tailor made tour
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package and enjoy the holiday in this picturesque Kerala with immense pleasure and joy.
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